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“Totally inspirational – makes the process of publishing easy and
affordable.” ~ Kathleen Crumblin, author of Rainbow Dreams
If you’ve ever dreamed of writing a book but don’t know how to
get started or think it’s too expensive, difficult, or timeconsuming, the well-known writer/publisher known throughout
Australia as “The Publishing Queen” can show you how it’s
done.
In How to Publish a Book for Profit, Pleasure or Publicity and
How to Write a Book in Less Than 7 Days, The Publishing Queen
takes would-be authors by the hand and walks them through the
process of writing and publishing. As she puts it, “These two
books will put you on your path to success quickly and easily,
truly making self-publishing as easy as 1, 2, 3.”
From common-sense encouragement on getting started to
concrete advice on everything from how to keep the creative
juices flowing to ensure your book gets finished to the actual nitty
gritty of writing and editing to creating a step-by-step book
publishing plan, these two books leave no room for such thoughts
as “I just don’t know how to approach this” or “If only I’d…”
Affirms The Publishing Queen, “Absolutely anyone can write a
book.”
Glowing testimonials include this one by Fred Cameron, author
of Making It in MLM: “[The Publishing Queen’s] extensive,
practical knowledge of the writing process, from creating a title to
the final stages of publication, gave me the understanding and
incentive I needed to complete a book I had been avoiding for 10
years.”
Perhaps best of all, both books are now available at bookstores
throughout Australia as well as at
www.thepublishingqueen.com/bookstore.
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Author: The Publishing Queen is touring Australia running a
series of seminars and boot camps that provide an avalanche of
information and express courses to get latent books out of their
authors. She also creates customized book publishing plans to
provide authors with a step-by-step process to get from where
they currently are to where they want to be – published!

